McCune Foundation Endowment Policy
The McCune Foundation takes seriously its obligations as a philanthropic organization in
serving and being responsive to both the intentions of the donor and the needs of the
community to ensure that resources are expended and accounted for in a prudent
manner.
It is incumbent that endowment recipients preserve, maintain, and grow the asset, while
exercising good management and discipline in restricting the use of endowment income
to its originally intended purpose(s). This stewardship is particularly important as the
endowment grant represents a transfer of principal assets from the Foundation for the
long-term use of the organization. To this end, we expect to see prudent investment
policies and practices proportionate to the endowmentʼs size. This will be the
focus (along with the programmatic aspects) of our evaluation of this grant. It is
our expectation that we will see a proper balance between fiduciary oversight
activities and investment fees and expenses. We hope to find that attention is
given to returns net of all fees and expenses and that investment decisions are
based on comparisons between net returns and benchmark indexes and, where
appropriate, the employment of passive, low fee investment vehicles.
Our endowment grant policy has five components:
1. The McCune Foundation endowment grant must be treated as a permanently
restricted fund and evidenced as such in the recipient's financial statements. The
endowment grant shall be treated as a fund subject to the restrictions set forth in
15 P.C.S. Section 5548 [c], regardless of the state of the incorporation or
operation of the recipient organization.
The endowment grant shall be
segregated on the books and records of the recipient organization to the extent
necessary to ensure that all conditions herein are satisfied.
2. Any recipient organization subject to Pennsylvania law must make the election
under 15 P.C.S. Section 5548 [c] with respect to a total return investment policy
and spending policy with respect to all of its restricted endowment funds. A copy
of the resolution making such election and the recipient's investment policies
shall be provided to the McCune Foundation as soon as possible after receipt of
the funds.
3. The endowment grant provided by the McCune Foundation shall not, under
any circumstances, be pledged as collateral for loans, bonds, or other debt
instruments, and shall remain free from any and all liens and encumbrances.
4. The McCune Foundation imposes a separate spending policy on any
endowment grant provided by the McCune Foundation. Notwithstanding the
spending policy elected under 15 P.C.S. Section 5548 [c] with respect to other
restricted funds of the recipient organization, the recipient organization may not
expend, in any one year, more than 5 percent of the value, including any
appreciation, of the endowment grant provided by the McCune Foundation, with
the value to be determined by averaging the value of the endowment grant over a

three year period. The recipient organization must use the same averaging
convention that it generally employs for purposes of 15 P.C.S. Section 5548 [c].
The recipient organization may also use the endowment grant funds to satisfy
annual investment expenses with respect to the endowment grant, which
investment expenses shall not exceed the lesser of the actual expenses incurred
by the recipient organization, or one half of one percent of the value of the
endowment grant, determined as set forth for the 5 percent limitation.
5. Reporting on these conditions shall be in effect for a period of up to ten years
from the date of the Foundation's grant payment. If the recipient organization
fails to comply with the above conditions, or if the recipient organization sells
substantially all assets or ceases to exist, for whatever reason within such ten
year period, then the Foundation may request the return of its endowment grant
funds, including any appreciation thereon. The endowment grant is intended to
be an endowment to fund the specific program activity described in the grant
notification letter, and there is no intent to provide ongoing support to an
organization other than the recipient organization. If the reporting period extends
beyond 2029, McCune Foundation reserves the right to appoint a designee to
receive the additional reports and, if necessary, exercise the Foundationʼs right to
recall the grant if this policy has been violated.
Effective: February 2014
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